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The relationship between gastroesophageal reflux
disease and recurrent wheezing in children
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Abstract
Gastroesophageal reflux disease occurs when gastric contents flow back into the esophagus and produce symptoms. Recurrent
wheezing affects the quality of life for the patient and family. The association of gastroesophageal reflux with recurrent wheezing is
suggested by different studies. The purpose of this study was to explore this relationship and to evaluate the outcome after
appropriate treatment.
A retrospective study on 85 children with recurrent wheezing, admitted in a pediatric gastroenterology regional center in Romania

was performed. 24-hour continuous esophageal pH monitoring was used to evaluate the presence of gastroesophageal reflux and
the results were interpreted using the Boix Ochoa score. All patients with positive score received treatment with proton pump
inhibitors and they were evaluated again after 2months.
Gastroesophageal reflux was present in 71 children (83.5%), while 14 (16.5%) had a negative score, with a statistic significance

(x2=6.88, P= .0086, 95% confidence interval). After 2months treatment with proton pump inhibitors, the Boix Ochoa score was still
positive in 15 patients (21.13%).
Recurrent wheezing is a solid reason for evaluating the presence of gastroesophageal reflux by 24-hour continuous esophageal

pH-metry. Adequate treatment of gastroesophageal reflux solves also the recurrent wheezing in the majority of patients.

Abbreviations: GER = gastroesophageal reflux, GERD = gastroesophageal reflux disease, PPI = proton pump inhibitors.

Keywords: 24-hour continuous pH-metry, children, gastroesophageal reflux disease, proton pump inhibitors, recurrent wheezing

1. Introduction

Gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) is defined by American
College of Gastroenterology (ACG) as symptoms or complica-
tions resulting from the reflux of gastric contents into the
esophagus or beyond, into the oral cavity (including larynx) or
lung.[1] It has a polymorph symptomatology which associates
esophageal manifestation (regurgitations, anorexia, reflux esoph-
agitis, esophageal stenosis) and extra-esophageal manifestations

(neurological, oral cavity, nutritional, among which the
respiratory ones are the most frequent).[2]

Recurrent wheezing is defined as more than 1 episode of
wheezing within the last 12months.[3] Wheezing represents a
common disorder characterized by a continuous high-pitched
expiratory sound produced by an air flux that becomes turbulent
flowing thorough the reduced airway caliber.[4] It is estimated
that about one third of school-age children manifest the recurrent
wheezing during the first 5years of life.[5] The most frequent
cause of recurrent wheezing in children is asthma, but other
causes should be considered in the differential diagnosis.
Recurrent wheezing attacks impair the quality of life for the
patient and his/her family and represent one of the most common
causes of emergency department visits and hospitalizations.[6]

The rate of presentation to emergency departments and
hospitalization was reported to be 16% and 12%.[7] The most
common causes of recurrent wheezing are: asthma, gastroesoph-
ageal reflux disease, foreign body aspiration, bronchopulmonary
dysplasia, bronchiolitis obliterans, an immunodeficiency, prima-
ry ciliary dyskinesia, vocal cord dysfunction, cardiac etiologies
and structural abnormalities.[8]

The authors of a study concluded anemia and gastroesopha-
geal reflux (GER) are risk factors for recurrent hospitalizations
for wheezing and should be treated.[6] Another study concluded
that silent GER is common in infants with daily wheezing, and
controlling GER improves morbidity and decreases the need for
daily asthma medications.[9]

Esophageal pH-monitoring was considered the gold standard
for the diagnosis of GERD and this test can directly correlate acid
reflux episodes with recurrent wheezing. PH–metry in patients
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with suspected GERD-related wheezing may represent a more
accurate approach.[10]

The aim of this study is to explore this relationship and to
evaluate the outcome after appropriate treatment.

2. Methods

We performed a retrospective study on a group of 85 children, 1
month – 18years old, with 2 or more recurrent hospitalizations
resulting from wheezing within the last 12months, admitted
in a pediatric gastroenterology regional center in “St. Mary”
Children Emergency Clinical Hospital, Iasi, Romania. They were
evaluated for the presence of gastroesophageal reflux by 24-hour
continuous esophageal pH monitoring and the results were
interpreted using the Boix Ochoa score.
Exclusion criteria were: foreign body aspiration, a previous

diagnosis of sleep apnea, bronchopulmonary dysplasia, cystic
fibrosis, bronchiolitis obliterans, an immunodeficiency, primary
ciliary dyskinesia, vocal cord dysfunction, proven food sensitivi-
ty, cardiac etiologies and structural abnormalities. Also, children
with an acute respiratory tract infection within 1month of being
screened for the study were excluded.

Inclusion criteria Exclusion criteria

1 month – 18 yr old
two or more recurrent hospitalizations
resulting from wheezing within the
last 12 months

foreign body aspiration
a previous diagnosis of sleep apnea
bronchopulmonary dysplasia
cystic fibrosis
bronchiolitis obliterans
an immunodeficiency
primary ciliary dyskinesia
vocal cord dysfunction
proven food sensitivity
cardiac etiologies and structural
abnormalities
acute respiratory tract infection within
1 mo of being screened for the study

The diagnosis was based on the anamnesis, clinical and
paraclinical examination. Previously requested investigations
and current hospitalization records were investigated.
We used Boix-Ochoa score (N <11.99) to evaluate gastro-

esophageal reflux in these children. The test is considered positive
if the total percentage of time the pH is below 4 is the most useful
single discriminator between physiologic and pathologic re-
flux.[11–14] For the interpretation of results, we used following
parameters: the total number of reflux episodes (normal – under 2
episodes an hour on an average); the number of reflux episodes
that last for more than 5minutes (normal – under 8 episodes); the
duration of the longest reflux episode (in minutes); the reflux
index (RI)= the ratio between the total number of reflux episodes
and their duration (normal – under 4); the Euler score=x + 4y, in
which: x – number of reflux episodes with pH <4 longer than 1
minute and y – the number of episodes with pH<4 longer than 5
minutes.
Medtronic Digitrapper pH 100, SN 37660, with PolygramNet

TM pH Testing Application and Zinetics 24 and ComforTec by
Sandhill multi-use catheters were used to measure the pH.
Esophageal pH monitoring is based on the principle that the
passage of the acid gastric content into the esophagus during
reflux generates a decrease in the intraesophageal pH. The
method consists in measuring the pH in the lower esophagus for
24hours by means of an electrode placed 5cm above the cardia

and connected to a portable pH-meter on batteries. The pH can
be printed on paper or transferred to a computer, which analyzes
different required parameters, depending on which the intra-
esophageal pH curves are graphically represented.[15]

The device was calibrated in 2 solutions with pH1 and 7 before
each use. Before the procedure no food or drink allowed at least 6
hours for children over 1-year-old, at least 3hours for infants.[16]

Antacid therapy should be discontinued or at least 6hours before,
the anti H2 receptor 3days before, the proton pump inhibitor 7
days before and the prokinetics 48hours before.[17]

The child was placed in the left lateral decubitus (for infants
and young children), the examiner on the right side of the patient,
and in a seated position for children over 5 to 6years old. The
lubricated electrode was inserted, nasal up to 5cm above the
cardia. The electrode was connected to the pH meter, the
caregiver was explained about the function and operation of the
device and then, the recording is started. Each patient or caregiver
was trained to record in a table any symptoms occurred, the time
and body position (supine, standing) and, at the same time, using
the button provided on the device.[12–14]

All patients with positive score received treatment with proton
pump inhibitors and they were evaluated again after 2months.
Statistical Package for Social Sciences software 20 was used for
the statistical data processing. For the correlation analysis, the
Pearson parametric correlation was used and the correlation
coefficients were calculated for a confidence interval of 95%. The
logistic regression offers a useful means for the modeling of the
dependence of a dichotomous response variable on 1 or several
explanatory variables called “predictors,” which can be
categorical or continuous. The risk is mathematically modelled
in the form of an equation as a predictor variable.
Informed consent was obtained from all patients or from their

family, and the “St. Mary” Children Emergency Hospital Ethics
Committee’s approval was obtained for publishing this study.

3. Results

From 85 children (52 males, 33 females) with recurrent wheezing
(Table 1), 71 (83.5%) had gastroesophageal reflux proven by a
positive BoixOchoa score, while 14 (16.5%) had a negative score
(Table 2).
All the 71 children with recurrent wheezing and gastroesoph-

ageal reflux disease were submitted to postural therapy and to
specific diet for their age. The treatment administrated consisted

Table 1

Patients characteristics.

Age No. cases % Sex distribution

0–6mo 7 8.23% Female 2
Male 5

6mo–1yr 9 10.59% Female 3
Male 6

1–3yr 51 60.00% Female 20
Male 31

4–7yr 9 10.59% Female 5
Male 4

7–12yr 8 9.41% Female 3
Male 5

12–18yr 1 1.18% Female 0
Male 1

Total 85
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in proton pump inhibitors (PPI)–Omeprazole or Esomeprazole.
The usual doses were used with daily administration for 2
months.
After 2months of treatment with PPI, the pH was measured

again. The Boix Ochoa score remained positive for 15 patients
(21.13%). For those patients we recommended another 2months
of treatment with PPI.
Correlational analysis showed the presence of a significant

correlation between GERD and recurrent wheezing (x2=6.88,
P= .0086, 95% confidence interval) (Table 3).
The correlational analysis and the parameters estimation of

chance and risk in the occurrence of GERD versus wheezing
(Table 4) makes wheezing a reason for searching and objectifica-
tion of GERD.

4. Discussion

Task Force proposed to use the terms episodic wheezing to
describe children who are wheezing intermittently and are well
between episodes, but there is poor agreement on definitions of
preschool wheezing disorders.[18]

Wheezing is the most common symptom associated with
asthma in children, but this is also common in non-asthmatic
children.[19] A study concluded that only 30% of preschoolers
with recurrent wheezing are eventually diagnosed with asthma at
the age of 6 years.[20]

It has been reported that the frequency of GER in 85 infants
with recurrent wheezing was 48.2% (41 children had positive pH
monitoring results).[21]

Two studies reported that about ½ to 1/3 of infants and
children with early-childhood wheezing developed persistent
asthma later.[22,23] It is important to make an early and correct
diagnosis and provide the proper treatment to infants with
wheezing for the prevention of airway remodeling.[21]

Wheezing in early childhood is often observed in association
with a viral respiratory disease.[24,25] Sometimes unnecessary
investigations are conducted, inadequate treatment is provided
and the child may need hospitalizations resulting in considerable
healthcare costs. Misdiagnosis has also led to therapy with
inhaled corticosteroids, resulting in some children developing
significant steroidal side effects.

Several studies have reported that boys have an increased risk
of early persistent wheezing.[26] A recent study reported the
presence of recurrent wheezing in 64%of the boys.[6] In our study
we found similar results, 61.2% of the patients with recurrent
wheezing were boys.
There are some studies which confirmed the association

between silent GER and food sensitization in infants with
recurrent wheezing without food allergy. The presence of silent
GER might contribute to early food sensitization and then to the
development of atopic asthma in childhood. Weinberger and
Abu-Hasan showed that in the silent GER group, 12.2% of
patients had food sensitization and in the non-GER group,
20.5% had food sensitization, without significant difference
between the 2 study groups. There was no difference between
GER parameters of patients who had positive specific IgE to food
and those who were negative.[19]

There are studies that suggest that most patients with an
association between cough and gastroesophageal reflux have
predominantly biliary reflux, while wheezing is most often
preceded by acid reflux.[27–29]

The presence of fluids in the airways can cause bronchospasm.
Most commonly unrecognized, macro-aspiration can cause the
respiratory tract to close,which can be associatedwith lesions such
as hemorrhagic pneumonitis and non-cardiac pulmonary ede-
ma.[30] On the other hand, micro-aspiration (reflux theory) can
induce bronchospasm directly by stimulating the larynx through
the tracheal receptors.[31] It is also known that the esophagus and
trachea have common embryonic origins, hence the theory that
acidification of the distal esophagus causes vagal stimulation
resulting inbronchoconstriction, unrelated tomicro-aspiration.[32]

Regarding the correlation between GER and wheezing, there is
not necessarily an etiological link between the 2 conditions. Thus,
recent studies have proposed biomarkers to identify GER-
associated respiratory infections, parameters from the bron-
choalveolar lavage: the lipid-laden alveolar macrophages and the
rate of neutrophilic inflammation. It has also been shown that
these parameters correlate with GER severity, but their specificity
remains debatable.[33,34]

There are different methods used to diagnose GERD: 24hours
esophageal pH-monitoring, esophageal manometry, impedance –
pH-metry, ultrasonography, including the intraluminal 1, and
upper gastrointestinal endoscopy.[35] These methods have
different specificity and sensitivity. The 24hours esophageal
pH-monitoring is the most used method to diagnose the acid
reflux. The sensitivity of the esophageal - pH-monitoring is higher
than 85% and its specificity is 95%.[36]

Limitations of the study are first the possible bias caused by the
retrospective study design, and second, that the esophageal
pH-monitoring cannot detect weak acid and nonacid reflux

Table 2

Association of GERD with recurrent wheezing.

Recurrent wheezing

No. cases %

Study group (GERD) + 71 83.5%
� 14 16.5%

Total 85

Table 3

Estimate parameters in the association GERD - recurrent
wheezing.

Chi-Squared x2
P 95% confidence

interval

Pearson’s Chi-Squared test–x2 6.888757 0.00868
Coefficient of correlation

(Spearman Rank R)
0.4135213 0.00854

Table 4

Parameters estimation of chance and risk in the occurrence of
GERD versus wheezing.

Estimated value
95% confidence interval

Minimum Maximum

PARAMETERS of chance
Odds Ratio (OR) 2.41 1.18 4.98

PARAMETERS of risk
Relative Risk (RR) 1.23 1.07 1.43
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episodes, also that the data reflect the experience of a single
clinical center.

5. Conclusions

Recurrent wheezing is a solid reason for evaluating the presence
of a gastroesophageal reflux by 24-hour continuous esophageal
pH-metry. The bronchial spasm triggered and maintained by the
aspiration of the acid refluate remains the most plausible
explanation of this relationship and association. Adequate
treatment of gastroesophageal reflux resolves also the recurrent
wheezing.
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